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Thomas Hardye School
THS Favourites (Ages 13 to 18)
This list is compiled from a recent literacy survey in which THS students were asked to name
their favourite book. Where a series is given, we have listed all of the titles we hold from it in
our library.
A Clash of Kings Book 2 of A Song of Ice and Fire

George R. R. Martin

HBO's hit series A GAME OF THRONES is based on George R R
Martin's internationally bestselling series A SONG OF ICE AND FIRE,
the greatest fantasy epic of the modern age. A CLASH OF KINGS is
the second volume in the series. 'Nobody does fantasy quite like Martin'
Sunday Times Throughout Westeros, the cold winds are rising. From the
ancient citadel of Dragonstone to the forbidding lands of Winterfell,
chaos reigns as pretenders to the Iron Throne of the Seven Kingdoms
stake their claims through tempest, turmoil and war. As a prophecy of
7BB@6HGF46EBFFG;8F>L 46B@8GG;86B?BHEB95?BB74A7P4@8 OI8
factions struggle for control of a divided land. Brother plots against
brother and the dead rise to walk in the night. Against a backdrop of
incest, fratricide, alchemy and murder, the price of glory is measured in
blood.
Format: Paperback
Price: £7.99 - Saving - Saving £2.00 (20%)
A Dance with Dragons: Part 1 Dreams and Dust Book 5 of a Song of Ice and
Fire

George R. R. Martin

HBO's hit series A GAME OF THRONES is based on George R R
Martin's internationally bestselling series A SONG OF ICE AND FIRE,
the greatest fantasy epic of the modern age. A DANCE WITH
*'&+*%+&-+,<FG;8!*+,C4EGB9G;8O9G;
volume in the series. 'Richly satisfying and utterly engrossing' Sunday
Times In the aftermath of a colossal battle, new threats are emerging
from every direction. Tyrion Lannister, having killed his father, and
wrongfully accused of killing his nephew, King Joffrey, has escaped
from King's Landing with a price on his head. To the north lies the great
Wall of ice and stone - a structure only as strong as those guarding it.
Eddard Stark's bastard son Jon Snow has been elected 998th Lord
Commander of the Night's Watch. But Jon has enemies both inside and
beyond the Wall. And in the east Daenerys Targaryen struggles to hold a
city built on dreams and dust.
Format: Paperback
Price: £7.99 - Saving - Saving £2.00 (20%)
A Feast for Crows Book 4 of a Song of Ice and Fire

George R. R. Martin

HBO's hit series A GAME OF THRONES is based on George R R
Martin's internationally bestselling series A SONG OF ICE AND FIRE,
the greatest fantasy epic of the modern age. A FEAST FOR CROWS is
the fourth volume in the series. 'When the writing is this good, it's worth
the wait' Entertainment Weekly The Lannisters are in power on the Iron
Throne. The war in the Seven Kingdoms has burned itself out, but in its
5<GG8E49G8E@4G;A8J6BAP<6GFFC4E>GB?<98 ,;8%4EG8??FB9BEA84A7
the Starks of Winterfell seek vengeance for their dead. Euron Crow's
Eye, as black a pirate as ever raised a sail, returns from the smoking
ruins of Valyria to claim the Iron Isles. From the icy north, where Others
threaten the Wall, apprentice Maester Samwell Tarly brings a
mysterious babe in arms to the Citadel. As plots, intrigue and battle
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threaten to engulf Westeros, victory will go to the men and women
possessed of the coldest steel and the coldest hearts.
Format: Paperback
Price: £7.99 - Saving - Saving £2.00 (20%)
A Game of Thrones Book 1 of a Song of Ice and Fire

George R. R. Martin

HBO's hit series A GAME OF THRONES is based on George R R
Martin's internationally bestselling series A SONG OF ICE AND FIRE,
the greatest fantasy epic of the modern age. A GAME OF THRONES is
G;8OEFGIB?H@8<AG;8F8E<8F +BI<I<7G;4GLBH??58;BB>87J<G;<A4
few pages' The Times Summers span decades. Winter can last a lifetime.
And the struggle for the Iron Throne has begun. As Warden of the north,
Lord Eddard Stark counts it a curse when King Robert bestows on him
G;8B9O68B9G;8 4A7  <F;BABHEJ8<:;F;<@7BJA4G6BHEGJ;8E84
true man does what he will, not what he must ...and a dead enemy is a
thing of beauty. The old gods have no power in the south, Stark's family
is split and there is treachery at court. Worse, the vengeance-mad heir of
the deposed Dragon King has grown to maturity in exile in the Free
Cities. He claims the Iron Throne.
Format: Paperback
Price: £7.99 - Saving - Saving £2.00 (20%)
A Storm of Swords Blood and Gold Book 3 of a Song of Ice and Fire

George R. R. Martin

HBO's hit series A GAME OF THRONES is based on George R R
Martin's internationally bestselling series A SONG OF ICE AND FIRE,
the greatest fantasy epic of the modern age. A STORM OF SWORDS:
BLOOD AND GOLD is the SECOND part of the third volume in the
series. 'Colossal, staggering ...one of the greats' SFX The Starks are
scattered. Robb Stark may be King in the North, but he must bend to the
will of the old tyrant Walder Frey if he is to hold his crown. And while
his youngest sister, Arya, has escaped the clutches of the depraved
Cersei Lannister and her son, the capricious boy-king Joffrey, Sansa
Stark remains their captive. Meanwhile, across the ocean, Daenerys
Stormborn, the last heir of the Dragon King, delivers death to the slavetrading cities of Astapor and Yunkai as she approaches Westeros with
vengeance in her heart.
Format: Paperback
Price: £7.99 - Saving - Saving £2.00 (20%)
A Storm of Swords Steel and Snow Book 3 of a Song of Ice and Fire

George R. R. Martin

HBO's hit series A GAME OF THRONES is based on George R R
Martin's internationally bestselling series A SONG OF ICE AND FIRE,
the greatest fantasy epic of the modern age. A STORM OF SWORDS:
STEEL AND SNOW is the FIRST part of the third volume in the series.
'Martin has captured the imagination of millions' Guardian Winter
approaches Westeros like an angry beast. The Seven Kingdoms are
divided by revolt and blood feud. In the northern wastes, a horde of
hungry, savage people steeped in the dark magic of the wilderness is
poised to invade the Kingdom of the North where Robb Stark wears his
new-forged crown. And Robb's defences are ranged against the South,
the land of the cunning and cruel Lannisters, who have his younger
sisters in their power. Throughout Westeros, the war for the Iron Throne
E4:8F@BE8O8E68?LG;4A8I8E 5HG<9G;8/4??<F5E846;87 AB><A:J<??
live to claim it.
Format: Paperback
Price: £7.99 - Saving - Saving £2.00 (20%)
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Allegiant (Adult Edition)

Veronica Roth

What if your whole world was a lie? The thrillingly dark conclusion to
the No. 1 New York Times bestselling DIVERGENT trilogy, now
available in paperback. DIVERGENT - a major motion picture series,
INSURGENT movie release in 2015! What if a single revelation - like a
single choice - changed everything? What if love and loyalty made you
do things you never expected? The faction-based society that Tris Prior
once believed in is shattered - fractured by violence and power struggles
and scarred by loss and betrayal. So when offered a chance to explore
the world past the limits she's known, Tris is ready. Perhaps beyond the
98A68 F;84A7,B5<4FJ<??OA74F<@C?8A8J?<98GB:8G;8E 9E889EB@
complicated lies, tangled loyalties, and painful memories. But Tris's new
reality is even more alarming than the one she left behind. Old
discoveries are quickly rendered meaningless. Explosive new truths
change the hearts of those she loves. And once again, Tris must battle to
comprehend the complexities of human nature - and of herself - while
946<A:<@CBFF<5?86;B<68F45BHG6BHE4:8 4??8:<4A68 F46E<O684A7?BI8
Told from a riveting dual perspective, Allegiant, by #1 New York Times
best-selling author Veronica Roth, brings the Divergent series to a
powerful conclusion while revealing the secrets of the dystopian world
that has captivated millions of readers in Divergent and Insurgent.
Format: Paperback
Price: £6.39 - Saving - Saving £1.60 (20%)
Birdsong

Sebastian Faulks
Set before and during the great war, Birdsong captures the drama of that
era on both a national and a personal scale. It is the story of Stephen, a
young Englishman, who arrives in Amiens in 1910. Over the course of
the novel he suffers a series of traumatic experiences, from the
clandestine love affair that tears apart the family with whom he lives, to
the unprecedented experiences of the war itself.
Format: Paperback
Price: £7.19 - Saving - Saving £1.80 (20%)
Boys Don't Cry

Malorie Blackman
In Boys Don't Cry, bestselling author Malorie Blackman explores the
unchartered territory of teenage fatherhood. You're waiting for the
postman - he's bringing your A level results. University, a career as a
journalist - a glittering future lies ahead. But when the doorbell rings it's
your old girlfriend; and she's carrying a baby. Your baby. You're happy
to look after it, just for an hour or two. But then she doesn't come back and your future suddenly looks very different. Malorie's dramatic new
novel will take you on a journey from tears to laughter and back again.
Format: Paperback
Price: £6.39 - Saving - Saving £1.60 (20%)
Catching Fire

Suzanne Collins
After winning the brutal Hunger Games, Katniss Everdeen returns to her
district, hoping for a peaceful future. But Katniss starts to hear rumours
of a deadly rebellion against the Capitol. A rebellion that she and Peeta
have helped to create. As Katniss and Peeta are forced to visit the
districts on the Capitol's cruel Victory Tour, the stakes are higher than
ever. Unless Katniss and Peeta can convince the world that they are still
lost in their love for each other, the consequences will be horrifying.
This is the terrifying sequel to The Hunger Games .
Format: Paperback
Price: £6.39 - Saving - Saving £1.60 (20%)
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Checkmate Book 3

Malorie Blackman
Can the future ever erase the past? Rose has a Cross mother and a
nought father in a society where the pale-skinned noughts are treated as
inferiors and those with dual heritage face a life-long battle against
deep-rooted prejudices. Sephy, her mother, has told Rose virtually
nothing about her father, but as Rose grows into a young adult, she
unexpectedly discovers the truth about her parentage and becomes
78G8E@<A87GBOA7BHG@BE8 HG;8E94G;8EF94@<?L;4F46B@C?<64G87
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danger. Suddenly it's a game of very high stakes that can only have one
winner ...The powerful third story in the Noughts & Crosses sequence.
Format: Paperback
Price: £6.39 - Saving - Saving £1.60 (20%)
Destiny Rising

L. J. Smith

Elena Gilbert has never been an ordinary teenager. After falling in love
with the irresistible vampires Stefan and Damon Salvatore, she became
a vampire, died, returned from the dead, and journeyed to hell and back
to save Stefan. Now in college, Elena faces a terrifying new danger and
discovers her destiny.
Format: Paperback
Price: £5.59 - Saving - Saving £1.40 (20%)

Diary of a Wimpy Kid

Jeff Kinney

E8: 89P8LOA7F;<@F8?9G;EHFG<AGB4A8JL84E4A74A8JF6;BB?
where undersize weaklings share the corridors with kids who are taller,
meaner and already shaving. Desperate to prove his new found maturity,
which only going up a grade can bring, Greg is happy to have his
not-quite-so-cool sidekick, Rowley, along for the ride. But when
Rowley's star starts to rise, Greg tries to use his best friend's popularity
to his own advantage. Recorded in his diary with comic pictures and his
very own words, this test of Greg and Rowley's friendship unfolds with
hilarious results.
Format: Paperback
Price: £5.59 - Saving - Saving £1.40 (20%)
Diary of a Wimpy Kid - Cabin Fever

Jeff Kinney

The hilarious, award-winning and global bestseller Diary of a Wimpy
Kid: Cabin Fever is here! The sixth instalment in the Diary of a Wimpy
Kid series - it's perfect for readers of 8+ and also reluctant readers. And
you can also discover Greg on the big screen in any one of the three
/<@CL#<7%BI<85BKB9O68F@4F;8F E8: 89P8L<F<A5<:GEBH5?8
School property has been damaged and Greg is the prime suspect. But
the crazy thing is, he's innocent! Or at least sort of. The authorities are
6?BF<A:<A 5HGG;8A4FHECE<F85?<MM4E7;<GF4A7G;8 89P8L94@<?L<F
trapped indoors. Greg knows that when the snow melts he is going to
have to face the music but could any punishment be worse than being
stuck inside with your family? Praise for Jeff Kinney: The world has
gone crazy for Jeff Kinney's Diary of a Wimpy Kid . ( Sun ). Kinney is
right up there with J K Rowling as one of the bestselling children's
authors on the planet . ( Independent ). The most hotly anticipated
children's book of the year is here - Diary of a Wimpy Kid . ( Big Issue
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). Hilarious . ( Telegraph ). Jeff Kinney is an online game developer and
designer, and a numbered 1 New York Times bestselling author. Jeff
has been named one of Time magazine's 100 Most Powerful People in
the World. Jeff is also creator of Poptropica.com, which was names one
of Time magazine's 50 Best Websites. He lives with his family in
Massachusetts, USA.
Format: Hardback
Price: £10.39 - Saving - Saving £2.60 (20%)
Diary of a Wimpy Kid: The Third Wheel (Book 7)

Jeff Kinney

The Third Wheel is the hilarious seventh book in the brilliant,
bestselling and award-winning Diary of a Wimpy Kid series. Perfect
for readers of 8+ and all the millions of Wimpy Kid fans. Also now a
5BKB9O68 5HFG<A:@4=BE@BG<BA9E4A6;<F8J<G;G;8G;<E7/<@CL#<7
movie, Dog Days released in the UK in August 2012! Love is in the air,
5HGJ;4G7B8FG;4G@84A9BEE8: 89P8L.4?8AG<A8F4L74A684G
Greg's school has turned his world upside down. As Greg scrambles to
OA7474G8 ;8FJBEE<87;8??58?89GBHG<AG;86B?7BAG;85<:A<:;G  <F
best friend, Rowley, doesn't have any prospects either but that's small
consolation. Then an unexpected twist gives Greg a partner for the
dance and leaves Rowley the odd man out. But a lot can happen in one
night, and in the end, you never know who's going to be lucky in
love...Share in the hilarious adventures of everyone's favourite wimpy
><7 E8: 89P8L <AG;8;<:;?L 4AG<6<C4G87F8I8AG;5BB><AG;8<4EL
of a Wimpy Kid series. Praise for Jeff Kinney: The world has gone
crazy for Jeff Kinney's Diary of a Wimpy Kid . (Sun). Kinney is right
up there with J K Rowling as one of the bestselling children's authors
on the planet . (Independent). The most hotly anticipated children's
book of the year is here - Diary of a Wimpy Kid . (Big Issue). Hilarious
. (Telegraph Winner of Blue Peter's Best Book of the Last 10 Years
award). Jeff Kinney is an online game developer and designer, and a
numbered 1 New York Times bestselling author. Jeff has been named
one of Time magazine's 100 Most Powerful People in the World. Jeff is
also creator of Poptropica.com, which was names one of Time
magazine's 50 Best Websites. He lives in Massachusetts, USA.
Format: Hardback
Price: £10.39 - Saving - Saving £2.60 (20%)
Divergent

Veronica Roth
She turns to the future in a world that's falling apart. The No. 1 New
York Times bestseller DIVERGENT - a major motion picture in 2014.
For sixteen-year-old Tris, the world changes in a heartbeat when she is
forced to make a terrible choice. Turning her back on her family, Tris
I8AGHE8FBHG 4?BA8 78G8E@<A87GBOA7BHGJ;8E8F;8GEH?L58?BA:F
Shocked by the brutality of her new life, Tris can trust no one. And yet
she is drawn to a boy who seems to both threaten and protect her. The
;4E78FG6;B<68F@4LL8G?<84;847 ,;8OEFG5BB><AG;8!.*&,
series that has swept the globe - selling millions of copies world-wide.
Format: Paperback
Price: £6.39 - Saving - Saving £1.60 (20%)
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Dog Days

Jeff Kinney
Now in paperback - the fourth mega-selling instalment in the hilarious
Diary of a Wimpy Kid series! The way I like to spend my summer
holidays is in front of the TV, playing video games with the curtains
closed and the light turned off. Unfortunately, Mom's idea of the perfect
summer holiday is different from mine. Greg's mom has a vision of
family togetherness that really doesn't sound a whole lot of fun. But
G;8E8F45E4A7 A8J477<G<BAGBG;8 89P8L94@<?LGB6BAG8A7J<G;4A7<G
looks like Greg might be outnumbered. It could be a real dog of a
summer ...
Format: Paperback
Price: £5.59 - Saving - Saving £1.40 (20%)
Double Cross Book 4

Malorie Blackman
Just this once ...Please let me get away with it just this once ...Tobey
wants a better life - for him and his girlfriend Callie Rose. He wants
nothing to do with the gangs that rule the world he lives in. But when
he's offered the chance to earn some money just for making a few
'deliveries', just this once, would it hurt to say 'yes'? One small decision
can change everything ...The fourth novel in Malorie Blackman's
powerful Noughts & Crosses sequence.
Format: Paperback
Price: £6.39 - Saving - Saving £1.60 (20%)
Girl Online

Zoe Sugg

This is the incredible debut novel from YouTube phenomenon Zoe
Sugg, aka Zoella. I have this dream that, secretly, all teenage girls feel
exactly like me. And maybe one day, when we realize that we all feel
the same, we can all stop pretending we're something we're not...But
until that day, I'm going to keep it real on this blog and keep it unreal
in real life. Penny has a secret. Under the alias Girl Online, Penny
blogs her hidden feelings about friendship, boys, high school drama,
her crazy family, and the panic attacks that have begun to take over
her life. When things go from bad to worse, her family whisks her
away to New York, where she meets Noah, a gorgeous, guitarstrumming American. Suddenly Penny is falling in love - and
capturing every moment of it on her blog. But Noah has a secret, too,
one that threatens to ruin Penny's cover - and her closest friendship forever.
Format: Hardback
Price: £10.39 - Saving - Saving £2.60 (20%)
Girl Online: On Tour

Zoe Sugg

The sequel to the number-one best-seller Girl Online. Penny joins her
rock-star boyfriend, Noah, on his European music tour. Penny's bags
are packed. When Noah invites Penny on his European music tour, she
can't wait to spend time with her rock-god-tastic boyfriend. But,
between Noah's jam-packed schedule, less-than-welcoming bandmates
and threatening messages from jealous fans, Penny wonders whether
she's really cut out for life on tour. She can't help but miss her family,
her best friend Elliot...and her blog, Girl Online. Can Penny learn to
balance life and love on the road, or will she lose everything in pursuit
of the perfect summer?
Format: Hardback
Price: £10.39 - Saving - Saving £2.60 (20%)
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Harry Potter and the Deathly Hallows

J. K. Rowling

Harry Potter is preparing to leave the Dursleys and Privet Drive for the
last time. But the future that awaits him is full of danger, not only for
him, but for anyone close to him - and Harry has already lost so much.
Only by destroying Voldemort's remaining Horcruxes can Harry free
himself and overcome the Dark Lord's forces of evil. In this dramatic
conclusion to the Harry Potter series , Harry must leave his most loyal
9E<8A7F58;<A7 4A7<A4OA4?C8E<?BHF=BHEA8LOA7G;8FGE8A:G;4A7G;8
will to face his terrifying destiny: a deadly confrontation that is his
4?BA8GBO:;G !AG;<FG;E<??<A:6?<@4KGBG;8C;8AB@8A4??L58FGF8??<A:
series, J.K. Rowling reveals all to her eagerly waiting readers.
Format: Paperback
Price: £7.19 - Saving - Saving £1.80 (20%)
Harry Potter and the Goblet of Fire

J. K. Rowling

The summer holidays are dragging on and Harry Potter can't wait for the
start of the school year. It is his fourth year at Hogwarts School of
Witchcraft and Wizardry and there are spells to be learnt and (unluckily)
Potions and Divination lessons to be attended. But Harry needs to be on
his guard at all times - his worst enemy is preparing a terrible fate for
him. With characteristic wit, fast-paced humour and marvellous
emotional depth, J.K. Rowling has proved herself yet again to be a
master storyteller.
Format: Paperback
Price: £7.19 - Saving - Saving £1.80 (20%)
Harry Potter and the Half-Blood Prince

J. K. Rowling

It is Harry Potter's sixth year at Hogwarts School of Witchcraft and
Wizardry. As Voldemort's sinister forces amass and a spirit of gloom
and fear sweeps the land, it becomes more and more clear to Harry that
he will soon have to confront his destiny. But is he up to the challenges
ahead of him? In this dark and breathtaking adventure, J.K. Rowling
skilfully begins to unravel the complex web she has woven, as we
discover more of the truth about Harry, Dumbledore, Snape and, of
course, He who must not be named...
Format: Paperback
Price: £7.19 - Saving - Saving £1.80 (20%)
Harry Potter and the Order of the Phoenix

J. K. Rowling

4EEL(BGG8E<F7H8GBFG4EG;<FO9G;L84E4G B:J4EGF+6;BB?B9
/<G6;6E49G4A7/<M4E7EL  8<F78FC8E4G8GB:8G546>GBF6;BB?4A7OA7
out why his friends Ron and Hermione have been so secretive all
summer. But before he even gets to school, Harry survives a terrifying
encounter with two Dementors, attends a court hearing at the Ministry
of Magic and is escorted on a night-time broomstick ride to the secret
headquarters of a mysterious group called 'The Order of the Phoenix'
...This is a gripping and electrifying novel, full of suspense, secrets, and
- of course - magic.
Format: Paperback
Price: £7.19 - Saving - Saving £1.80 (20%)
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Harry Potter and the Philosopher's Stone

J. K. Rowling

Harry Potter thinks he is an ordinary boy. He lives with his Uncle
Vernon, Aunt Petunia and cousin Dudley, who are mean to him and
make him sleep in a cupboard under the stairs. (Dudley, however, has
two bedrooms, one to sleep in and one for all his toys and games.) Then
Harry starts receiving mysterious letters and his life is changed forever.
He is whisked away by a beetle-eyed giant of a man and enrolled at
Hogwarts School of Witchcraft and Wizardry. The reason: Harry Potter
<F4J<M4E7,;8OEFG5BB><AG;8 4EEL(BGG8EF8E<8F@4>8FG;8C8E986G
introduction to the world of Hogwarts.
Format: Paperback
Price: £5.59 - Saving - Saving £1.40 (20%)
Harry Potter and the Prisoner of Azkaban

J. K. Rowling

Harry Potter, along with his best friends, Ron and Hermione, is about to
start his third year at Hogwarts School of Witchcraft and Wizardry.
Harry can't wait to get back to school after the summer holidays (who
wouldn't if they lived with the horrible Dursleys?). But when Harry gets
to Hogwarts, the atmosphere is tense. There's an escaped mass murderer
on the loose, and the sinister prison guards of Azkaban have been called
in to guard the school ...The plot thickens and the dangers facing Harry
multiply in this third thrilling installment from J.K. Rowling.
Format: Paperback
Price: £5.59 - Saving - Saving £1.40 (20%)
Insurgent

Veronica Roth
Fighting for survival in a shattered world...the truth is her only hope.
The thrillingly dark sequel to No. 1 New York Times bestseller,
DIVERGENT. I have done bad things. I can't take them back, and they
are part of who I am. Tris has survived a brutal attack on her former
home and family. But she has paid a terrible price. Wracked by grief and
guilt, she becomes ever more reckless as she struggles to accept her new
future. Yet if Tris wants to uncover the truth about her world, she must
58FGEBA:8EG;4A8I8E 5864HF8@BE8F;B6><A:6;B<68F4A7F46E<O68F?<8
ahead.
Format: Paperback
Price: £6.39 - Saving - Saving £1.60 (20%)
Knife Edge Book 2

Malorie Blackman
WHEN TRUTH AND JUSTICE ARE NO LONGER BLACK AND
WHITE ISSUES ...Sephy is a Cross, one of the privileged in a society
where the ruling Crosses treat the pale-skinned noughts as inferiors. But
her baby daughter has a nought father ...Jude is a Nought. Eaten up with
bitterness, he blames Sephy for the terrible losses his family has
suffered ...Now Jude's life rests on a knife edge. Will Sephy be forced,
once again, to take sides? A razor-sharp and intensely moving novel, the
second in the Noughts & Crosses sequence.
Format: Paperback
Price: £6.39 - Saving - Saving £1.60 (20%)
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Life of Pi A Novel

Yann Martel

After the tragic sinking of a cargo ship, one solitary lifeboat remains
5B55<A:BAG;8J<?7 5?H8(46<O6 ,;86E8JB9G;8FHEI<I<A:I8FF8?
consists of a hyena, a zebra (with a broken leg), a female orang-utan, a
450-pound Royal Bengal tiger and Pi - a 16-year-old Indian boy.The
F68A8<FF8G9BEBA8B9G;8@BFG8KGE4BE7<A4ELC<868FB9?<G8E4ELO6G<BAB9
recent years. Yann Martel's Life of Pi is a transformative novel, a
dazzling work of imagination that will delight and astound readers in
equal measure. It is a triumph of storytelling and a tale that will, as one
character puts it, make you believe in God.
Format: Paperback
Price: £7.19 - Saving - Saving £1.80 (20%)
Mockingjay

Suzanne Collins
Against all odds, Katniss Everdeen has survived the Hunger Games
twice. But now that she's made it out of the bloody arena alive, she's still
not safe. The Capitol is angry. The Capitol wants revenge...This thrilling
OA4?<AFG4?@8AGB9G;<F:EBHA7 5E84><A:GE<?B:LCEB@<F8FGB58BA8B9
the most talked-about books of the year.
Format: Paperback
Price: £6.39 - Saving - Saving £1.60 (20%)

Noughts and Crosses Book 1

Malorie Blackman

Sephy is a Cross - a member of the dark-skinned ruling class. Callum is
a nought - a 'colourless' member of the underclass who were once slaves
to the Crosses. The two have been friends since early childhood. But
that's as far as it can go. Against a background of prejudice, distrust and
mounting terrorist violence, a romance builds between Sephy and
Callum - a romance that is to lead both of them into terrible danger ...
Format: Paperback
Price: £6.39 - Saving - Saving £1.60 (20%)
Percy Jackson and the Battle of the Labyrinth

Rick Riordan

The Battle of the Labyrinth: the fourth book in Rick Riordan's Percy
Jackson series. The fourth incredible adventure in the most exciting and
commercial fantasy-adventure series since Artemis Fowl. Honestly,
blowing up another school was the last thing I wanted to do. As the son
of a Greek god, I've had my share of near-death disaster. This summer, I
didn't choose to battle the cheerleading squad, but when two hissing she
- devils with fangs are heading straight for you, what's a half-blood
meant to do? That was just the beginning. This is the one where my
arch-enemy, Luke, is looking for a way to invade our camp via an
ancient labyrinth. If he succeeds, thousands of bloodthirsty monsters
will attack. So it's goodbye sunshine, hello darkness as four of us
descend into the terrifying underground and beyond...Greek mythology
relocated to modern-day America. Action-packed, funny, accessible
writing for both boys and girls aged 10+. It is perfect for fans of Harry
Potter and Artemis Fowl. Praise for the Percy Jackson series: Witty and
inspired. Gripping, touching and deliciously satirical...This is most
?<>8?LGBFH66887*BJ?<A: (H9OA<FBAGB4J<AA8E @4A74E4<:
The Times). Puns, jokes and subtle wit, alongside a gripping storyline .
(Telegraph). Perfectly paced, with electrifying moments chasing each
other like heartbeats . (New York Times). Rick Riordan is an awardJ<AA<A:@LFG8ELJE<G8E BEG;8C4FGO9G88AL84EF;8;4FG4H:;G4G
middle schools in the San Francisco Bay area and in Texas. Rick lives in
San Antonio, Texas, with his wife and two sons. Percy Jackson and the
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Lightning Thief, the overall winner of the Red House Children's Book
J4E7 J4F*<6>FOEFGABI8?984GHE<A:G;8;8EB<6LBHA:78@<:B7 ,;8
Percy Jackson series: The Lightning Thief; The Sea of Monsters; The
Battle of the Labyrinth; The Titan's Curse; The Last Olympian Heroes
of Olympus: The Lost Hero; The Son of Neptune; The Mark of Athena
The Kane Chronicles: The Red Pyramid; The Throne of Fire; and The
Serpent's Shadow.
Format: Paperback
Price: £5.59 - Saving - Saving £1.40 (20%)
Percy Jackson and the Last Olympian

Rick Riordan

,;8$4FG'?L@C<4AG;8O9G;5BB><A*<6>*<BE74AF(8E6L"46>FBA
F8E<8F ,;8O9G;4J8FB@847I8AGHE8<AG;8GBC G8A58FGF8??<A:(8E6L
Jackson series - now in paperback. Most people get presents on their
sixteenth birthday. I get a prophecy that could save or destroy the world.
That's how it is when you're the son of Poseidon, God of the Sea.
According to an ancient prophecy, bad things will happen when I turn
sixteen - because I'm the one who gets to decide the fate of the entire
world. But no pressure. This is the one where Kronos, Lord of the
Titans, is beginning his attack on New York City, where Mount
Olympus stands virtually unguarded. Oh, and the dreaded (and not to
mention enormous) monster Typhon is also heading our way. So it's me
and forty of my demigod friends versus untold evil...Praise for the Percy
Jackson series: Witty and inspired. Gripping, touching and deliciously
F4G<E<64? ,;<F<F@BFG?<>8?LGBFH66887*BJ?<A: (H9OA<FBAGB4
winner . (Amanda Craig, The Times). Puns, jokes and subtle wit,
alongside a gripping storyline . (Telegraph). Perfectly paced, with
electrifying moments chasing each other like heartbeats . (New York
Times). Rick Riordan is an award-winning mystery writer. For the past
O9G88AL84EF;8;4FG4H:;G4G@<77?8F6;BB?F<AG;8+4AE4A6<F6B4L
area and in Texas. Rick lives in San Antonio, Texas, with his wife and
two sons. Percy Jackson and the Lightning Thief, the overall winner of
G;8*87 BHF8;<?7E8AFBB>J4E7 J4F*<6>FOEFGABI8?984GHE<A:
the heroic young demigod. The Percy Jackson series: The Lightning
Thief; The Sea of Monsters; The Battle of the Labyrinth; The Titan's
Curse; The Last Olympian Heroes of Olympus: The Lost Hero; The Son
of Neptune; The Mark of Athena The Kane Chronicles: The Red
Pyramid; The Throne of Fire; and, The Serpent's Shadow.
Format: Paperback
Price: £5.59 - Saving - Saving £1.40 (20%)
Percy Jackson and the Lightning Thief

Rick Riordan

Look, I didn't want to be a half-blood. I never asked to be the son of a
Greek god. I was just a normal kid, going to school, playing basketball,
skateboarding. The usual. Until I accidentally vaporized my maths
teacher. That's when things started really going wrong. Now I spend my
G<@8O:;G<A:J<G;FJBE7F 54GG?<A:@BAFG8EFJ<G;@L9E<8A7F4A7
generally trying to stay alive. This is the one where Zeus, God of the
Sky, thinks I've stolen his lightning bolt - and making Zeus angry is a
very bad idea...
Format: Paperback
Price: £5.59 - Saving - Saving £1.40 (20%)
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Percy Jackson and the Sea of Monsters: The Graphic Novel

Rick Riordan

You can't tell by looking at me that my dad is Poseidon, God of the Sea.
It's not easy being a half-blood these days. Even a simple game of
dodgeball becomes a death match against an ugly gang of cannibal
giants - and that was only the beginning. Now Camp Half-Blood is
under attack, and unless I can get my hands on the Golden Fleece, the
whole camp will be invaded by monsters. Big ones ...This full-colour
graphic novel is adapted by Robert Vendetti, with art by Attila Futaki
and colour by Tamas Gaspar.
Format: Paperback
Price: £10.39 - Saving - Saving £2.60 (20%)
Percy Jackson: The Demigod Files

Rick Riordan

!AG;8F8GBC F86E8GO?8F *<6>*<BE74A 4@C 4?9 ?BB7FF8A<BE
scribe, gives you an inside look at the world of demigods that NO
E8:H?4E;H@4A6;<?7<F4??BJ87GBF88 ,;8F8;<:;?L6?4FF<O87
archives include three of Percy Jackson's most perilous adventures,
8K6?HF<I86B?BHEFG<??F9EB@G;8A8JO?@ 4+CBGG8EFH<78GB
Monsters, a Who's Who in Greek mythology, Percy's Summer Camp
report and much more. So, if you're armed with this book, you'll have
everything you need to know to keep you alive in your training. Your
own adventures have just begun ...
Format: Paperback
Price: £3.99 - Saving - Saving £1.00 (20%)
Phantom

L. J. Smith
Since meeting vampire brothers, Stefan and Damon Salvatore, Elena
Gilbert has been to hell and back. Now that she and her friends have
F4I87G;8<E;B@8GBJA9EB@478@BA<6FC<E<G 8I8ELG;<A:64AOA4??L:B
back to normal. But Elena should know better than anyone that Fell's
Church will never be normal. In PHANTOM, a dangerous new otherworldly threat sets its sights on Elena. And this time she can only count
on one Salvatore brother to protect her.
Format: Paperback
Price: £5.59 - Saving - Saving £1.40 (20%)
Reaper Man (Discworld Novel 11)

Terry Pratchett

Death has to happen. Tha'ts what bein' alive is all about. You're alive,
and then you're dead. It can't just stop happening.' But it can. And it has.
So what happens after death is now less of a philosophical question than
a question of actual reality. On the disc, as here, they need Death. If
Death doesn't come for you, then what are you supposed to do in the
meantime? You can't have the undead wandering about like lost souls.
There's no telling what might happen, particularly when they discover
that life really is only for the living...
Format: Paperback
Price: £6.39 - Saving - Saving £1.60 (20%)
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Rodrick Rules

Jeff Kinney

Whatever you do, don't ask Greg about his summer vacation because he
78OA<G8?L7B8FAGJ4AGGBG4?>45BHG<G !GF45E4A7 A8JL84E4A74
brand-new journal and Greg is keen to put the humiliating (and secret!)
8I8AGFB9?4FGFH@@8EOE@?L58;<A7;<@ HGFB@8BA8>ABJF
8I8ELG;<A: FB@8BA8J;BF8=B5<G<FGB@BFG78OA<G8?LABG>88C
anything embarrassing of Greg's private - his big brother, Rodrick. How
can Greg make it through this new school year with his not-quite-cool
reputation intact?
Format: Paperback
Price: £5.59 - Saving - Saving £1.40 (20%)
Sourcery (Discworld Novel 5)

Terry Pratchett

All this books and stuff, that isn't what it should all be about. What we
need is real wizardry. All is not well within the Unseen University. The
8A78@<6CB?<G<6FB9G;8C?468;4I88AFHE87G;4G<G;4FOA4??L:BGJ;4G<G
wished for: the most powerful wizard on the disc. Which could mean
that the death of all wizardry is at hand. And the world is going to end,
depending on whom you listen to. Unless of course one inept wizard can
take the University's most precious artefact, the very embodiment of
magic itself, and deliver it halfway across the disc to safety...
Format: Paperback
Price: £6.39 - Saving - Saving £1.60 (20%)
The Awakening AND The Struggle

L. J. Smith

A phenomenally popular vampire romance sequence - now showing on
ITV2 - from the best selling author of Night World, L. J. Smith. The
Awakening: Elena Gilbert is used to getting what she wants and she
wants mysterious new boy, Stefan. But Stefan is hiding a deadly secret a secret that will change Elena's life for ever ...The Struggle: Elena is
torn between her boyfriend, Stefan, and his brother, Damon. But these
brothers hide dark secrets and a tragic past that threatens them all.
Damon wants to lead Elena astray - and he'd rather kill Stefan than let
him possess her ...
Format: Paperback
Price: £5.59 - Saving - Saving £1.40 (20%)
The Children Act

Ian McEwan

This book is a brilliant, emotionally wrenching new novel from the
author of Atonement and Amsterdam. Fiona Maye, a leading High
BHEG=H7:8 E8ABJA879BE;8EO8E68<AG8??<:8A684A7F8AF<G<I<GL<F64??87
on to try an urgent case. For religious reasons, a seventeen-year-old boy
is refusing the medical treatment that could save his life. Time is
running out. She visits the boy in hospital - an encounter which stirs
long-buried feelings in her and powerful new emotions in the boy. But it
is Fiona who must ultimately decide whether he lives or dies and her
judgement will have momentous consequences for them both.
Format: Paperback
Price: £7.19 - Saving - Saving £1.80 (20%)
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The Curious Incident of the Dog in the Night-time

Mark Haddon

Winner of the Whitbread Book of the Year 'Outstanding...a stunningly
good read' Observer 'Mark Haddon's portrayal of an emotionally
dissociated mind is a superb achievement...Wise and bleakly funny' Ian
McEwan The Curious Incident of the Dog in the Night-Time is a murder
mystery novel like no other. The detective, and narrator, is Christopher
BBA8 ;E<FGBC;8E<FO9G88A4A7;4FFC8E:8EF+LA7EB@8  8>ABJF4
very great deal about maths and very little about human beings. He loves
lists, patterns and the truth. He hates the colours yellow and brown and
being touched. He has never gone further than the end of the road on his
BJA 5HGJ;8A;8OA7F4A8<:;5BHEF7B:@HE78E87;8F8GFBHGBA4
terrifying journey which will turn his whole world upside down.
Format: Paperback
Price: £6.39 - Saving - Saving £1.60 (20%)
The Death Cure

James Dashner
The Trials are over. WICKED have collected all the information they
can. Now it's up to the Gladers to complete the blueprint for the cure to
G;8?4E8J<G;4OA4?IB?HAG4ELG8FG HGFB@8G;<A:;4F;4CC8A87G;4G
no-one at WICKED has foreseen: Thomas has remembered more than
they think. And he knows WICKED can't be trusted ...The time for lies
is over. But the truth is more dangerous than anyone could have
imagined. With the Gladers divided, can they all make it
Format: Paperback
Price: £6.39 - Saving - Saving £1.60 (20%)
The Demigod Diaries

Rick Riordan

In this action-packed collection, runaway demigods Luke and Thalia
face untold dangers on their way to Camp Half-Blood. Percy Jackson
4A7AA458G;@HFGE8F6H8FGB?8A:BB7F9EB@4OE8 5E84G;<A::<4AGJ;B
doesn't take kindly to intruders. And Leo, Piper, and Jason have to
dodge a band of party-loving Maenads and stave off an explosion - in
one hour or less ...Discover three never-before-seen short stories
starring the Heroes of Olympus and Percy Jackson. PLUS original art,
character interviews, puzzles and much more.
Format: Hardback
Price: £7.99 - Saving - Saving £2.00 (20%)
The House of Hades

Rick Riordan

The stakes have never been higher. If Percy Jackson and Annabeth fail
in their quest, there'll be hell on Earth. Literally. Wandering the deadly
realm of Tartarus, every step leads them further into danger. And, if by
some miracle they do make it to the Doors of Death, there's a legion of
bloodthirsty monsters waiting for them. Meanwhile, Hazel and the crew
of the Argo II have a choice: to stop a war or save their friends.
Whichever road they take one thing is certain - in the Underworld, evil
is inescapable.
Format: Paperback
Price: £6.39 - Saving - Saving £1.60 (20%)
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The Hunger Games

Suzanne Collins

Sixteen-year-old Katniss Everdeen regards it as a death sentence when
she is forced to represent her district in the annual Hunger Games, a
O:;GGBG;8784G;BA?<I8,. HG#4GA<FF;4F588A6?BF8GB784G;589BE8
- and survival, for her, is second nature. The Hunger Games is a searing
novel set in a future with unsettling parallels to our present. Welcome to
the deadliest reality TV show ever...
Format: Paperback
Price: £6.39 - Saving - Saving £1.60 (20%)
The Kill Order

James Dashner
/;8AFHAP4E8F;<GG;84EG; <AG8AF8;84G GBK<6E47<4G<BA4A7PBB7<A:
followed, wiping out much of the human race. Those who survived live
in basic communities in the mountains, hunting for food. For Mark and
;<F9E<8A7F FHEI<I<A:<F7<9O6H?G 4A7G;8A4A8A8@L4EE<I8F <A986G<A:
people with a highly contagious virus. Thousands die, and the virus is
spreading. Worse, it's mutating, and people are going crazy. It's up to
%4E>4A7;<F9E<8A7FGBOA7G;88A8@L3 4A746HE83 589BE8G;8?4E8
<A986GFG;8@4??3
Format: Paperback
Price: £6.39 - Saving - Saving £1.60 (20%)
The Last Straw

Jeff Kinney

The third laugh-out-loud book in the bestselling phenomenon that is the
Diary of a Wimpy Kid series. Greg's dad, Frank, is on a mission - a
mission to make this wimpy kid ...well, less wimpy. All manner of
'manly' physical activities are planned, but Greg just about manages to
OA74J4LBHGB9G;8@ ,;4G<FHAG<?@<?<G4EL46478@L<F<F@8AG<BA87
and Greg realizes that he's going to have to come up with something
very special to get out of this one ...
Format: Paperback
Price: £5.59 - Saving - Saving £1.40 (20%)
The Lost Hero

Rick Riordan
This is the number one, bestselling title in this new spin-off series from
Percy Jackson creator, Rick Riordan. Old enemies awaken as camp
half-blood's new arrivals prepare for war. When Jason, Piper and Leo
crash land at Camp Half-Blood, they have no idea what to expect.
Apparently this is the only safe place for children of the Greek Gods despite the monsters roaming the woods and demigods practising
4E6;8ELJ<G;P4@<A:4EEBJF4A78KC?BF<I8F HGEH@BHEFB94G8EE<5?8
6HEF8 4A74@<FF<A:;8EB 4E8PL<A:4EBHA764@C !GF88@F"4FBA
Piper and Leo are the chosen ones to embark on a terrifying new quest,
which they must complete by the winter solstice in just four days time.
Can the trio succeed on this deadly mission - and what must they
F46E<O68<ABE78EGBFHEI<I8
Format: Paperback
Price: £6.39 - Saving - Saving £1.60 (20%)
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The Mark of Athena

Rick Riordan

The Mark of Athena is the explosive third part in Rick Riordan's
number one series - Heroes of Olympus. One Fatal Prophecy Seven
Brave Demigods A Quest To Find - And Close - The Doors Of Death.
Annabeth felt as if someone had draped a cold wash cloth across her
neck. She heard that whispering laughter again, as if the presence had
followed her from the ship. She looked up at the Argo II. Its massive
bronze hull glittered in the sunlight. Part of her wanted to kidnap Percy
right now, get on board and get out of here while they still could. She
couldn't shake the feeling that something was about to go terribly
wrong. She couldn't risk losing Percy again. Rick Riordan has now sold
an incredible 55 million copies of his books worldwide. Rick Riordan Is
The MythMaster. The Greek Gods are alive and kicking - go to the
website and see for yourself. A cracking read. (Sunday Express).
Explosive. (Big Issue). Action-packed. (Telegraph). Rick Riordan is an
award-winning mystery writer. He lives in San Antonio, Texas, with his
J<984A7GJBFBAF (8E6L"46>FBA4A7G;8$<:;GA<A:,;<89 *<6>FOEFG
novel featuring the heroic young demigod, was the overall winner of the
Red House Children's Book Award in 2006.
Format: Paperback
Price: £6.39 - Saving - Saving £1.60 (20%)
The Scorch Trials

James Dashner

Thomas was sure that escape from the maze meant he and the Gladers
would get their lives back. But no one knew what sort of life they were
going back to. The earth is a wasteland. Government and order have
disintegrated and now Cranks, people driven to murderous insanity by
the infectious disease known as the Flare, roam the crumbling cities
hunting for their next victim...and meal.Thomas can only wonder - does
he hold the secret of freedom somewhere in his mind? Or will he
forever be at the mercy of WICKED? The pulse-pounding sequel to The
Maze Runner.
Format: Paperback
Price: £6.39 - Saving - Saving £1.60 (20%)
The Son of Neptune

Rick Riordan

This is the second title in this number one, bestselling spin-off series
from Percy Jackson creator, Rick Riordan. This crazy messed up world
of gods and monsters is Percy Jackson's reality, which pretty much
sucks for him. Percy Jackson, son of Poseidon, God of the Sea, has
woken from a very deep sleep and come face to face with two snakehaired ladies who refuse to die. But they're the least of his problems.
864HF8(8E6LOA7F;<@F8?94G464@C9BE;4?9 5?BB7F J;<6;7B8FAG
ring any bells for him. There's just one name he remembers from his
past. Annabeth. Only one thing is certain - Percy's questing days aren't
over. He and fellow demigods Frank and Hazel must face the most
important quest of all: the Prophecy of Seven. If they fail, it's not just
their camp at risk. Percy's old life, the gods, and the entire world might
be destroyed...
Format: Paperback
Price: £6.39 - Saving - Saving £1.60 (20%)
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The Ugly Truth

Jeff Kinney

,;8@4FF<I8?L9HAALO9G;5BB><AG;858FGF8??<A:4A74J4E7 J<AA<A:
<4ELB94/<@CL#<7F8E<8F ABJ<AC4C8E546> E8: 89P8L;4F
always been in a hurry to grow up. But is getting older really all it's
cracked up to be? Suddenly Greg is dealing with the pressures of
boy-girl parties, increased responsibilities, and even the awkward
6;4A:8FG;4G6B@8J<G;:8GG<A:B?78E A749G8E4O:;GJ<G;;<F58FG
friend Rowley, it looks like Greg is going to have to face the ugly truth
all by himself ...
Format: Paperback
Price: £5.59 - Saving - Saving £1.40 (20%)
Unseen Academicals (Discworld Novel 37)

Terry Pratchett

Football has come to the ancient city of Ankh-Morpork. And now the
wizards of Unseen University must win a football match, without using
magic, so they're in the mood for trying everything else. The prospect of
the Big Match draws in a street urchin with a wonderful talent for kicking
a tin can, a maker of jolly good pies, a dim but beautiful young woman,
who might just turn out to be the greatest fashion model there has ever
been, and the mysterious Mr Nutt (and no one knows anything much
about Mr Nutt, not even Mr Nutt, which worries him, too). As the match
approaches, four lives are entangled and changed for ever. Because the
thing about football - the important thing about football - is that it is not
just about football. Here we go! Here we go! Here we go!
Format: Paperback
Price: £6.39 - Saving - Saving £1.60 (20%)
War Horse

Michael, M. B. E. Morpurgo
The book that inspired Steven Spielberg's Hollywood blockbuster
movie and an internationally acclaimed stage show ...it can only be
Michael Morpurgo's War Horse. In the deadly chaos of the First World
War, one horse witnesses the reality of battle from both sides of the
trenches. Bombarded by artillery, with bullets knocking riders from his
back, Joey tells a powerful story of the truest friendships surviving in
terrible times. The bedlam of battle had begun. All around me men
cried and fell to the ground, and horses reared and screamed in an
agony of fear and pain. The shells whined and roared overhead, and
every explosion seemed like an earthquake to us. One horse has the
seen the best and the worst of humanity. The power of war and the
beauty of peace. This is his story. Former Children's Laureate and
award-winning author, Michael Morpurgo, has written nearly 100 books
for children, many of them war stories. But none have become as
famous as War Horse. Inspiring a long-running stage show and a box
B9O68O?@7<E86G875L+G8I8A+C<8?58E: /4E BEF8;4F586B@84A
international sensation. Read the book that started it all; the stunning
wartime classic.
Format: Paperback
Price: £5.59 - Saving - Saving £1.40 (20%)
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Witches Abroad (Discworld Novel 12)

Terry Pratchett

'Things have to come to an end, see. That's how it works when you turn
the world into stories. You should never have done that. You shouldn't
treat people like they was characters, like they was things. But if you do,
then you've got to know where the story ends.' It seemed an easy
=B5 9G8E4?? ;BJ7<9O6H?G6BH?7<G58GB@4>8FHE8G;4G4F8EI4AG:<E?
doesn't marry a prince? Quite hard, actually, even for the witches
Granny Weatherwax, Nanny Ogg and Magrat Garlick. That's the
problem with real life - it tends to get in the way of a good story, and a
good story is hard to resist. Servant girls have to marry the prince. That's
J;4G?<98<F4??45BHG 1BH64AGO:;G4 4CCLA7<A: 8FC86<4??LJ;8A<G
comes with glass slippers and a Fairy Godmother who has made Destiny
an offer it can't refuse. At least - up until now...
Format: Paperback
Price: £6.39 - Saving - Saving £1.60 (20%)

